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AGENDA DAYS SCHEDULE
lueIsdalL.
MyI 0: 8 pm Channel 2 will braodcast a special program on
pr)posedL statec legislation regarding order on college campuses.

Wediiesday, May 7:('lasses cancelled 1-5 pm

1: 15 All-lnstitute (onvocation,
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Kresge Auditorium.. President Howard

Jlollnsn will speak.

2:0()-6:(0- I)epartmental meetings and small student faculty discussion

groups

6:O()
:o 1ad evening-Students and faculty encouraged to have dinner together
8:00- I'robhahbie Special TV show: 'The Contemporary University in Society
as Seen from MIT" with MIT panelists. Specially planned to focus on the
issues M'Il faces and spark student-faculty-staff conversation that evening.
'I hursday, May 8: Classes cancelled 2-5 pro.
2:00- Topical discussions begin; program will include all major issues faced
hv MI F and will feature key Institute personnel in each area. Students
e;icouraged to continue discussions with faculty members in groups formed
I ednesday.

6:00-1)inner: Students, faculty and staff. again encouraged to eat in one
another's home,;.
All. members of the community should begin extending invitations for
evenings and plan to meet for informal discussions by class sections or living
gr.ups We.Inesday and Thursday afternnon. The clearing house(X7c)80)will
assist in co-ordinating evening invitations, discussion groups, and topical
discussions, as well as arswer general questions.
__I

X

Agend

being made to see that the ideas and
opinions expressed this week will go
into appropriate "output"mechanisms
wiith the authority to act in the areas
under discussion. Among these are the
faculty (ROTC), the Pounds panel
(Special labs and war-related research),
and the Commission on the Nature and
Purpose of the MIT Education, which
is expected to begin work this summer
in the fields of educational and structural reform.
The program will begin with a
massive convocation in Kresge Auditorium Wednesday afternoon at 1:15
pm. This will be followed by a series of
departmental meetings, both en masse
and in smaller groups. It is hoped that
these will encourage student-faculty
dialogue in areas not normally discussed in the classroom. That evening,
a television program may be shown
whichli will feature a broad spectrum of
the MIT community with representatires of other universities. A number of
issues will be raised and defined in a
mnent-supported research was a detri- discussion which will hopefully set the
ment to effective teaching. DuBridge tone for the following day. It is hoped
noted that MIT is now moving in the
direction that Cal Tech took tw
enty
°
years agd when it began to phase out
·
war-related research. ,
Sullivan, speaking for the uniobefore
Intaki;nin for the. MIT rnm-_
I i;rid ":,'-r
saul,
WCl
I Lwr gIJ
aIU11l
in
l C ullomunity to bring the MIT administraBy Bill Roberts
tion to its senses. It's no longer a
The Special Laboratories Review
question of campus tun and games. It
Panel (Pounds Commission) met Saturis the economic security of thousands
day morning in 9-150 to hear various
of people in the Greater Boston area members of the MIT community prewhich is at stake."
sent their views on the current special
laboratories situation.
. Among the first to speak was Professor Benjamin Lax (VIII), Director of
the National Magnet Lab. Lax pointed
out that the issue could not be resolved
along classified versus non-classified or
Department of Defense versus nonview us" and to get "a sense of how
DOD lines; much classified work is
we're progressing."
done under the auspices of the Atomic
Reaction to be heard
Energy Commission, while the DOD
The Friday meetings will have the sponsors unclassified work at the Naobjective of relating what urban affairs tional Magnet Lab and the Research
researchers have been doing within the Lab for Electronics. He concluded,
Institute; the views and reactions of "Let's not throw the baby out with the
experts outside MIT will be heard bath."
Saturday. Topics to be covered will
Absolutely essential
include city planning and the relationSeveral persons, including Proship with policy of problem-solving fessors Bernard Burke (VIII), Wilbur
and research.
Davenport (VI), and Irwin Shapiro
Wood said he expected no formal (VIII & XII), pointed out the value of
conclusions to be drawn from the the special labs and the unavailability
meetings, that the.aim is primarily to of comparable facilities on campus.
facilitate the exchange of information. Professor Rene Miller, Head of the
He said preliminary plans are being Department of Aeronautics and Astroformed for a conference this fall covernautics, emphasized that "(in the deing a much wider range of topics, partment) we feel that the Instruincluding "MIT curriculum, MIT ac- mentation Laboratory is absolutely
tion, and community programs."
essential."

By Steve Carhart
Classes will be cancelled from 1 to
5 pm Wednesday and from 2 to 5 pm
Thursday to allow all members of the
community to participate in the
Agenda Days program.
. The program, which was conceived
by the Arrangements Committee
formed at the last faculty meeting, is
an endeavor designed to facilitate action by all members of the MIT community in resolving a number of pressing educational, social, and political
issues on the unfinihsed agenda of the
institute.
This week's program is fundamentally different from past seminars and
discussions because every effort is

Union seeks court injunction

i
·
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3

By Joseph Kashi
('harging that MIT is planning to
ckdoe Lincoln Laboratory. Local 254 of
thi Ihuilding Service Union is seeking a
fcdlctrall unjunction to prevent MIT
froni shutting down the Lab.
i1 addition, tilhe injunction will seek
to prcvent Mrr from elimiinating any
otf ils 'defense contract with the US
governnment.
The Union is also filing
unfair labor pratice chlarges against
MIT with the Boston office of the
National Labor Relations Board.
Edward Sullivan, Business Manager of
Local 254, contends that MIT failed to
obey the NLRB act by its alleged
planning to close the Labs in response
to pressure from radical students.
Sullivan claimed that the students were
":..a group of pseudo-intellectuals vagabonds who are stirring up the trouble
at MIT."
Sullivan claimed that closing the
'two labs with .their combined one
hundred and eighteen million dollar
budget would be a "collossal economic
blow. The whole economic life of the
area is at stake." The union's contract
will epire on July 1, 1970.
The NLRB suit also seeks to
forestall any discussion of the future of
the Instrumentation and Lincoln Labs
until the NLRB rules upon union
charges.

The charges apparently stem from a
letter circulated by President Johnson
on April 25 to the MIT community
proposing the Pounds Commission.
Sullivan maintains that this letter is an
indication of MIT's decision to phase
out the labs in response to left-wing
pressure.
In a recent statement, Dr. Lee
DulBridgc, Nixon's Science Advisor and
former president of Cal Tech, expressed his belief that war-related research
was inappropriate to the campus. He
further stated that this type of govcrn-
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Days
that students and faculty will watch
this program together in living groups.
On Thursday afternoon, a Aide
variety of topical discussions will be
held which will deal with a number of
.the specific issues MIT faces. These
discussions will feature experts from
various fields. The Arrangements Committee will organize groups for those
issues of the greatest general interest,
but anyone who is interested in setting
up a group on other issues is encouraged to do so. The Arrangements Committee' will provide publicity, space,
and any resource individuals request.
There is an information center in the
East Lounge of the Student Center,
x7980, which will handle all questions
and resour6e problems.
Thursday evening, faculty members
are encouraged to eat dinner with
students, perhaps at faculty homes or
in student living groups. The Committee hopes that out of this program will
come new student faculty relationships
which will spark continuing discussions
of these issues on a regular basis. '

eencon

Lincoln

LaTa
Lab

Special Lab hearing

Spring Urbay I Conference
will survey MIT's efforts

the current status of the labs was
"counter-productive of leadership" in
that certain projects received funds
while others, such as medical and social
research, got next to nothing in comparison.
Professor Richard Frazier (VI)
stated that of the 123 electrical engineering theses researched at the special
labs, only nine had been classified;
none since 196-2.

Classified theses
Professor Robert L. Bishop, Dean
of the School of Humanities and Social
Science,. asked that, since the percentage of classified theses is so low, why:
not do away with them altogether? It:
was mentioned that, since final deci-;
sions on classifications are not made
until a document is complete, this
would mean that students would ef-!
fectively have to write their theses
before beginning them, to insure that
they would not be classified, while
MIT requires that a student get approval before starting. Frazier said that of
BULLETIN
As The Tech went to press,
the nine EE classified theses, in his:
UAP Mike Albert reported that J.
opinion most could have been declasMike O'Conner, who took Sanctuary
sified by a small amount of rewriting
in the Sala last fall, was discharged
to omit such things as specific informafrom the Army Monday noon and
tion on certain pieces of equipment.
It was mentioned that most of the
might be on campus today.
unclassified Lincoln Lab work could be;
done on campus, but the equipment
Several students who had done and staff are in Lexinton - "Why.
work at the two laboratories also em- throw it away?"
phasized the ready availability of faciliMIT's image
ties and personal help at the laboraquestion
of "How is MIT's
The
the
Lincoln
Lab
tories. One said that
image
affected
by the special
outside
solid state physics apparatus he needed
was the only one of its kind in the area labs?" was asked. It was pointed out
'and one of the very few in the entire that MIT's reputation as a stronghold
country. Another said that there was of military research could be derived in
no great faculty-student division; that part from the bookkeeping process
which includes special labs budgets in
"we're all part of the team."
the overall Institute budget; Caltech
Creates standooff
and the University of California, for
Kenneth Fertig, Associate Director instance, do not do so.
of the Instrumentation Laboratory,
Jonathan Kabat, one of the Comstated that he felt that part of the mission members and a member of
problem was the individual fustration SACC, stated that he felt the main
with the size of the government and issue was not classified work. but
the inability qf the individual to affect whether the work is actually related to
it. People have to get together to effect national defense. Ite stated that he did
something useful, he said, and the not think that most of the work was
research lab teams feel that they are relevant. citing the last US deterent
indeed useful. "Some of us make no force and saying "our idea is to deter
apologies about defense, " he said. "We the whole thing." He suggested a onefeel it helps create the standoff which year research halt as a "tactical" manenables other people to work."
euver for world disarmament, rather
Professor Victor Weisskopf, Head than the "strategic" step of unilateral
want to
President Howard Johnson welcomed an assembled crowd of 2,00) to the opening ceremonies of Open. of the 'Department of Physics, stated disarmament, saying, "We
House 1969.' Special guests seated behind him are (from left! Russell "Rusty" Schweikart, Col. -David that he felt that MIT has a certain change inertia, not thrr w up our
.Scott, and Cambridge Mayor Walter Sullivan. Over 15,000 people attended the Open House exhibits. responsibility for leadership and that hands." '
i I,

-

Open

I
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By Duff Roberts
The MIT Spring Urban Conference
will bring together participants from
every department Friday and Saturday
in an evaluation of progress in urban
affairs research at the Institute.
Several people from outside the
MIT community will also attend the
meetings, which are being sponsored
under the auspices of the Urban Coordinating Group.
Prof. Robert C. Wood, Head of the
Department of Political Science, said
thile conterence will be in part a followup to a convocation held a year ago
(Christmas. That activity attempted to
determine what contributions MIT
could make in the field. Prof. Wood
further said the meetings this week
would provide an opportunity to
learn "how people from the outside
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'Remember
we're nonviolent,'
so be careful ofyour
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Wild-eyed coeds can turn any peaceful demonstration into a
full-scale riot, so be careful how you use your Hai Karate® After
Shave and Cologne. But just in case your hand slips, we include
instructions on self-defense in every package. (Ifyou're a pacifist, maybe you'd better read the instructions twice.)

Hai Karate-be careful how you use it.
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It's been singleedgeddouble-edged,
banded, injectored, plasticcoeated,
and now electro-coated.

COBOL is a.computer language.
You use It to tell computers how
to solve problems. Step by step.
You don't have to be a genius to
learn it, only average intelligence,
and a creative knack for solving problems.
In one single summer session in computer programming, Chamberlayne will
teach you how to speak the language.
What's in it for you? Read this:
With the ability to do computer programming, you can get a
high-paying part-tim'e job while in college. You get a head start
in your preparation for a business career. It aids you in doing
research for your graduate studies. (You may even carry out

.

But it's still straight.

your own research, in connection with'this class, on the college
computer.) Chamberlayne's Summer Session in Computer
Programming takes less time, and costs less money than any
other comparable program. Chamberlayne's modern Computer
Center is located in Back Way, just around the corner from the
Pru. Here you'll jet "'iands-on"experience with our own IBM
System 360 computer, the system installed in over half the computer-using companies in the country.
There are two sessions, so choose the one most convenient

The blade.
Whatever else they've done to
it, one thing hasn't changed.
It's still straight.
And your face still Isn't.
It's round.
The new Norelco Tripleheader gets around this problem.
We put our unique rotary
blades into three floating heads that
follow your face by going in where
your face goes in. And out where your
face goes out.
'This way the new Norelca
gets close enough to shave you as
close or closer than a blade. As found

for you.
9-12 AM Mon.-Thurs..
June 30-July 31
9-12 AM Mon.-Fri.
August 4-29
To find out how to enroll, call 536-4500, or fill in the coupon
below.

r
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Contact me-immediately with full information on how to enroll
in the Summer Session in Computer Programming.
I
Name
Street.
State
Tel. No.

Zip

I College or, Univ.
I _-_I 1I
_ __
-I

in two out of three shaves in an independent lab test.
And you get a comfortable
shave because the Norelco floating
heads curve with your chin. bend with
your nerk. and even straighten out for

your cheeks. Automatically. And without a nick. pull'or scrape.
The nevw Norelco has a hidden
trimmer that pops out for sideburns,
and a push button for easy flhp-top
cleaning. It also comes In a rectargeable model that gives almost twice as
many shaves per charge as any other
rechargeable.
We can't see you changing
the shape of your face.
But we can see you changing.
to Norelco.

you can't get anycloser
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C,1969 North American'Philips Corporation. 100 East 42nd Street. New York, N.Y. 10017
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ChamberlayneoComputer Center
128 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 02116
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FOREIGNLANGUAGES

Don't leave things for '"Manana"
start working now to enjoy
your next trip or vacation
mr-
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ACADEMIA

FRENCH
SPANISH

'GERMAN
SCHOOL OF
ITALIAN
LANGUAGS
PORTUG. 54 WIlste St,
RUSSIAN l CAMBOGE
Netoury St,
BosteO
M. GREEK
& Others. bL. 3~2112
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Regular Courses April 17
Private Instruction All year-round
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*A reference' collection on MIT. and its activities has been created in
the Student. Center Library. The current President's and Treasurer's
'Reports, Policies and Procedures, compilations of research projects and
publications, and information on the Corporation are among the publications pertinent to the debate on the future of MIT.
*Summer Session Registration Material must be returned to the
Registrar's Office, Room E19-335, or the Information Office, Room
7-111, before 5:00 pm, Wednesda-y, May 21.
*AU students should obtain an examination schedule at the Information 'Office, Room 7-111. Examinations not listed, or a conflict in
examinations, such as two exams scheduled at the same time, must be
reported to' the Scheduies Office by Friday, May 9, 1'969.
*The Nominations Committee of the new Student Government is
currently engaged in filling appointments to administration and faculty
committees. There are currently positions open on the following
committees: Academic Performance, Student Environment, Athletic
Board, Community Service Committee, Community Service Fund, Evaluation of Freshman Performance, Placement Services, Registrar's Office,
Activities Development Board, Task Force on Equal Employment Opportunities, and Privacy of Information. Anyone who would be interested
in serving on any of these groups for the next year should contact Wells
Eddleman, X3161, as soon as possible.
*Stephen Spender, internationally known poet, will give a dramtic
reading.of his poetry at the Jewett Art Center, Wellesly College, Tuesday, I
May 6, at 8 pm, free. MIT students are especially encouraged to attend.
*Nominations Committee will hold a meeting Sunday at 2 pm in Room
W20400 of the Student Center.
*Dr. Francis Press of the Department of Earth and Planetary Science will
meet informally with Freshman interested in Course XII-B on Thursday,
May 8, in 54-923 at 4 pm. Refreshments will be served.
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SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Learn while you earn
George Lerman Day Camp
Needs male counselors
male waterfromt specialists
male crafts specialists
male nature specialists

!~~~~~~~~1% O_A

Lerman Day Camp is sponsored by
Associated Jewish Community
Center, a social work agency. A camp I
job with us will be particularly useful I
to students in social work, education, I
psychology.

rl

Call: Robert Miller
Director of Camping
542-1870 weekdays
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deferments. physicals. conscientious objection. rejec·tion. appeals. alternative
service. counseling. legal
aid. prison. foreign travel.
emigration. filling out
forms.
The most accurateand
complete book available!
It's the movement
.
supporting equal rights
for sneakers.
Who says you can't wear them.
with whatever you want?
Mr. Sneekers is on your side!
Styled to look good,
made for comfort and
support, designed ·
for swinging.

GUIDE
TO THE DRAF'PT
by Arlo Tatum and
Joseph S. Tuchinsky
$5.95; paper, $1.95
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Div. of Mitsubishi Corp., 180 Madisonri Avenue, Naw York, 1. Y.10016
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25 Beacon Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Mt. ANl is1m$1glI~
---------------
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At your bookstore,
from draft counseling
services, or direct from:

Get with the sneakers spirit now,
Wherever Mr. Sneekers goes,
can laces be far behind?
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Donations needed for Infant Care
i
Center in Roxbury-call Marilyn Clay.i
ton 734-8462. If you have in good
i
cond. baby fu'rn., rocking chairs,
i
piano, record player, rugs, dining set.
I
I
Ic
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Agenda Days.

--A

THE mTECH
MOO.n~

This week's Agenda Days are an excellent opportunity for the entire Institute community to take a
thoughtful look at where we now stand'and point
the direction for needed chianges in our institution.
Some. may think these activities to be a frivolous
distraction from the proper business of the Institute. While this may have been true in the past,
growing awareness of the dislocations our society
faces and the potential of the university for dealingwith them makes it imperative that each member of
the community at least be fully aware of the issues,
and address his input to those who must come with
these problems on.a regular basis. Those who in the

government policies so many of us find repugnant;
how to allow individuals within the community to
participate in their education, how to make the
Institute a better instrument for accomplishing
needed improvements in society, how to structure
the Institute so as to make its policies acceptable to
the conscierlces of all members of the community.
It is absolutely vital-that this week's program be
viewed not as an end in itself, but rather as a
beginning. Our problems will not vanish because we
spend a couple of afternoons and evenings discussing them, but we probably will have a better
understanding of what the issues are. Merely talking

about issues will not bring action. however, provisions have been made for those who will be charged
with settling some of these problems to be present
at these discussions to collect inputs for their
deliberations. Finally, it is hoped that a clear
exposition of the issues we face will bring home to
many the urgency of our situation. If so, it will be
none too soon; for many people, this may be their
The 'problems we face are immense: how to last good chance to influence decisions which will
rationalize Institute participation and support of affect them.
past have relied on the administration to shield
them from these realities may be shocked to realize
that by its own admission, the problems are so great
that the administration cannot handle them alone.
Many of us, of course, would add the corollary that
we must now allow the administration to even
attempt to do so.

ROTC: A new approach

m
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In consideration of the ROTC issue, one very mise motion carries, this too will be significant i
l
n
. . .
excellent channel of opinion which seems to have informing the faculty of the range of studen t Night Staff ...........
been overlooked is the General Assembly.
opinion. The General Assembly is the only legiti iNews Staff .......
. ... .
The General Assembly was specifically designed mately- constituted source of student opinion whicl
to make possible the discussion and resolution of is currently operational short of a full-scale referen
many issues such as this which now face the dum. The faculty cannot help but heed any discus Sports Staff .............
Institute. It was intended to provide a clear state- sion of the issue held under these circumstances.
Members of the Assembly who feel strongly
ment of student feelings on such matters.
about this issue should begin now to generate aa
Second-class postage paid at Boston, Massachusetts. n/he Tech is published
This month, the General Assembly meets the consensus among the Assembly members.
It will nott every Tuesday and Friday during the college year, except during college
evening before the faculty meetings at which ROTC be sufficient to walk into the meeting
by The Tech, Room W20-483, MIT Student Centre, 84 Masshaving laid no vacations,
achusetts Ave., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Telephone: Area Code
will be considered. If this is deemed too late to have groundwork for a meaningful debate and vote.
617, 876-5855, or UN4-6900, extension 2731. United States Mail suban adequate effect on the faculty, a petition signed
Anyone wh6 despairs of having his voice heard3 scription rates: $4.25 for one 'year, $8.00 for two years.
by only a quarter of the General Assembly members on this issue should recognize that there is at least
t
or 10% of the undergraduate population will be one representative in his living group whom he can
t
sufficient to require the UP to call a special meeting influence, and that the potential exists for
organto discuss the matter.
izing a group of representatives without too much
There are great advantages to be had for which- effort. He can also recognize the fadt that if the
By Robert Fourer
than one-dimensional. Into the party,
ever position is able to win a vote of confidence Assembly speaks with any sort of unity, the faculty
Writing a good play is always easiest by chance, comes a "straight" college
from the General Assembly. If some sort of compro- will be ill-advised to ignore its wishes.
·
when the subject is something

Homosexuality as subject
makes entertaining 'Boys'

definite.
If a playwright' starts out to explore a
facet of, say, the nature of man, he
really hasn't done anything at all-his
topic suggests little in the way of
character or plot, and he can't even
The attempt by the Building Services Int'l Union, problem of funding. Will the money exist to keep understand it very well. On the other
AFL-CIO to obtain an injunction against further these laboratories functioning if the weapons re- hand, if he works more at showing
de'beration' by the Pounds panel on the grounds search money is cut off? Might such a reorientation what certain sorts of people do, and
that it constituted a threat to the jobs of union of the laboratories make it more difficult for the less at explaining why they do things,
members dramatizes one of the many side effects Institute to get money in other areas? These are all he's on much firmer ground. As always, the harder path will produce the
which will have to be considered in any reorienta- questions which have not been answered to our
greatest works; but any means can be
tion of MIT research efforts.
satisfaction yet.
worthwhile jf the playwright has the
SACC has stated that it does not seek to bring
This - SACC-Union conflict illustrates a pdint skill. Mart Crowley, in his first play,
about changes in the nature of our research efforts which apparently has not sunk in for some people: The Boys in the Band, has shown he
at the expense of the employees of the laboratories. the interests of the students and, the workers of this does have the skill; and while he may
have taken the easy way out at times,
This is good. However, it will be a very difficult country are for the most part contradictory. Those it hasn't prevented an undeniably
matter to accomplish both goals simultaneously, .who speak naively about any worker-student al- impressive-and entertaining-result.
and there are many groups which will oppose any liance are simply living in the last century. This is
The Boys in the Band is about how
homosexuals
act in their own sooiety..
change in'the status quo regardless of its justifica- the reason that there cannot be a revolution in this
Stories
atout
are nothing
tion.
Country: the majority considers itself to be well off. new, though homosexuals
they're still likely .to
SACC would like to see a re-orientation of the and is prepared to repress any minority which disturb a few people; however, customnature of the research done in labs which would not threatens the majority's material well-being in the arily they've never been very representative. A recent movie, The Sergeant, is
damage the continued existence of the labs. How- name of idealism or justice.
typical:
one officer makes advances to
ever, we suspect that the unions, among others, will
This is not to be construed as an argument
another, is rebuffed, and goes and kills
oppose any massive project changeovers which it against continued action for justice for blacks and himself in despair. One would think
seems to us would necessarily disrupt their work. In underdeveloped nations, internal restructuring of the homosexual is always alone in
addition, it seems to us that it would be rather the university, or a more responsive government. "normal" society, and can never cope
difficult to use the skills developed in Lincoln and Rather, we feel that this is a fact-of life which must with it.
Reveals true problems
Instrumentation Laboratories for projects very un- be considered in planning that continued action.
In truth, things are quite the oppolike those currently underway, though we feel that
We feel that one novel approach to the present site, and Crowley has made it his work
this is a question which should be explored by the situation would be for the administration to tem- to make that point clear. His setting is
Pounds panel. Finally, even assuming that it is porarily step aside in this dispute and allow SACC a birthday party in a New York apartpossible and desirable to reorient the direction of and the unions to discuss this matter directly; at the ment, attended by eight homosexuals;
the special laboratories and that those who work very least both sides will understand one another his characters are varied-in effeminacy, temper, intelligence, wealth, even
there feel that it is appropriate, there is the major better.
race-to show their society as more
IT -Nalm-:

SACC and the unions

a

friend of the host (how straight, it's
sometimes not too clear), who helps to
inflame tempers. From then on, the
author's points come naturally. There
are the problems of trying to maintain
permanent relationships and wanting
to be straight, and the recollections of
first loves and the final realization that
one wasn't straight. Even the stereotype situation is taken care of: one
character who brags about killing him- .
sell-is admonished that it's not like in
the movies-he'll never have the guts:
So far this might well.be a description of a clinical report, and no doubt
there is one that treats it all-in detail. It
isn't, thodgh. It's a real, live play-it
holds attention, its plot is suspenseful
and extremely clever, and, especially in
the first act, it's as funny as. any good
comedy. In the end, certainly, it is far
from comic, as the topic dictates; and
the transition to a more serious atmosphere is perhaps a bit .tooabrupt. Still,
it's a play worth seeing just to be
entertained, and to enjoy the playwright's skillful use of an anything but
worn out topic.
New production fine
As for the Boston production (at
the Wilbur Theatre), it does the play
full justice. The director, Robert
Moore, also did the original Off-Broadway production, 'so likely there have
been few changes. The actors, in what
are certianly not the most natural
roles, do 'a-magnificently convincing
job; and since much of the play's
purpose is to convince, they deserve
credit for much of its success.
Still, one shouldn't expect the success to be too overwhelming. As I've
mentioned, this is more a play about
what people'do than about what they
are. The characters, created to show
how they interact, are not fully developed, and a good part of their motives
is left unexplained. The Boys in the
Band is far from one of the most
revealing works of theater; but it's one
of the more absorbing and entertaining
plays in recent years-and that's far
from nothing.
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IMMEDIATE
VENTURE CAPITAL
AVAILABLE
for new businesses

I
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We are looking for graduate students who have' sound
'ideas for new products or services as well as the capabilities to head up as principals new organizations to
see the projects culminated.
Reply only in writing, submitting detail plans. Do not
I
include confidential information.

X
(Ed. Note: The Jbfllowig article is a should MIT's role
be regarding the
student's response to the article pub- situation in whirch we, as a nation, find
lisehd earlier in which Propessorourselves, and X
who should be making
William. Watson called for an end to
these
decisions
on behalf of MIT?
R0TC.]
By R. J. Hekman
ROTC enters intto this matter only as a
The postition of ROTW at MIT is viable, supportiiye link 'between our
being discussed on two almost indepen- campus and thie "military industrial
dent grounds. The first is the more complex."
straightforward: The academi-c compa- · Any discussicon of this situation, to
tibility of the ROTC program to the be completely exxhaustive, must deal on
MIT community. The second area of both levels. Thle first question, condiscussion is more political, and even cerning the acaddemic compatibility of
MIT campus, has been
philosophical in nature, and concerns a ROTC to the N
much more fundamental question than evaluated and discussed - numerous
merely ROTC. Specifically, it is: What times. It is naturral for one to approach

STUDY IN CUERNAVACA
SPRING TERM 1970

ALTERNATIVES IN ED UCATION
A THREE MONTH TERM
Twelve seminars on the practice and id(eology of school-.
ing, especially in Latin America, and t'he investigation
of alternative educational possibilities.' The aim is to develop a fundamental critique of existingg and alternative
educational systems.
Seminars are scheduled to accommoda!te students from
U.S. Colleges (Quarter or Semester Pilan) and can be
combined with Intensive Spanish and (other courses at
CIDOC
Write:

S, inc.
In

25 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10004
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I
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a topic such as ROTC with various
preconceptions and stereotypes. Common stereotypes are that the courses in
the ROTC programs deal primarily
with the "art of killing," the way to
polish an M-17 rifle, and how to sail a
ship. Further, this argument notes the
instructors are generally out of touch
with reality and fairly illiterate; that
the Institute has no control over curricula or staffingand that the students
in the ROTC programs are themselves
dull, uninvolved, and authoritarian,
who never question anything they are
told.
For those who have taken the time
to discover the way in which the
ROTC programs operate it is almost
impossible for one to maintain these
preconceptions. Through the diligent
efforts of Professor J. M. Austin and
his ad hoc committee, over the past 16
years, the ROTC programs at MIT,
more than the programs at any other

institution, have become very 'compatible-on academic bases-to those of
the Institute. Many have written on

this subject. Rather than repeating
these arguments in detail, I would like

to summarize the basic points:
1. The ROTC departments (Naval
Science, Military Science, Aerospace
Studies) are very similiar in organization structure to the other departments
in the school, including the hiring and
discharging of instructors, the acceptability of structure and content of

courses by the MIT Faculty, and participation in faculty discussions and

activities.
2. Student participation in ROTC is
entirely voluntary. Individuals join the
~~~programs to become offcers in the
armed forces, and do not receive additional academic credit. Yet the pro-'
grams have become somewhat unpopular in recent years because (a)few
people at MIT know enough about their
own future situations to be able to
predict accurately that they will like to
spend two, three, or four years of their
lives in a branch of the service, as
opposed to graduate school or other
employment; and (b) many of the
programs which offer numerous advantages (such. as scholarship stipends,
flying lessons, and challenging duty)
have not been adequately promoted by
the services. This is to their discredit.
Someone has objected to the-constraint the military services put upon
an individual when he signs the papers
and takes an oath during his junior
year of school. Few people, however,
realize the in taking this voluntary
oath, one is in effect joining a reserve
branch of the service, which includes a
monthly stipend privilege. This contract is neither more or less binding
than any other legal contract and
simply states that if one leaves the
program for other than certain reasons,
he is liable to be drafted in that
particular service. A person who signs
the contract, who is fully conscious of
,,
his action, and who receives regular
pay from the service for tuition and/or
in cash, has little reason to disagree
with the enforcement of such a law.
3.The content of some of the
ROTC courses does understandably
contain elements pertaining specifically
to the military. However, more and
more courses in all three seevices are
moving completely into the areas of
political science, industrial manage.ment, and psychology. Ironically,
many students who normally take engi,
[Please turn to page 6)_

neurotic "anti-Communism
complex" gets a penetrating
analysis inthis "hard-hitting
report [which] traces the

~~~Our

..

history and growth of antiRussian and anti-Chinese
policies...and suggests more
intelligent alternative actions
for the future."*

AnatOmY 01
CommuniSm

A Report Prepared for thie Peace Education
Division of the American Friends
Service Committee

$4.50;
paper, $1.50

Lb HILL & WANG·
72 Fifth Ave., New York,N.Y. 10011
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Simultaneously, we have project
this disillusionment and anger onto the
formal figureheads of our societycertainly, it is thought, if anyone is to
be blamed, it should be the militaryindustrial complex. The leaders of this
establisfiment-subject to the same disillusionment as well as extreme pressure-react either defensively or, as all
too often happens, by. making shortsighted, faulty decisions that provide
temporary solutions at best. These
reactions only reinforces the belief of
the people that the leaders are indeed
the ones at fault.
Those that oppose 'ROTC on Philosophical
(rather than academic)
grounds are in themselves not a monolithic group. There is a minority who,
although they may claim and actually
believe that they are motivated by the
highest ideals, are betrayed by their
actions. Having, in their opinion, been
imprisoned within a society which
breeds injustice, they feel it is their
duty to tear down the old structure
and to rebuild it in their own mahner.
They agressively impose their opinions
in the form of "demands" on various
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Jean Vigo's
'
"Acro for Conduct"
and "L'Atlantc"
shows daily at 5:10. 7:30, 9:45

I Called to focus thu attention of universities, Congress and the nation of the
people and organizations to achieve consequences of our government's. ABM decision, it intransigence in Vietnam,
their "noble"ends.
and the increasing militarizatiofi of our society. There.is an urgent need for a
·Although these individuals insist visible acidemic- presence in Washington at this time of momentous decisions.
that they desire a truly equitable, Major speakers include: Prof. George i Among the 50 Conference Convenors
rational and objective solution to a Wald, Harvard; Prof. Seymour Melare: Noam. Chomsky, Richard' A.
given problem, their terms are defined man, Columbia; Dr. Robert Lifton,
Falk, Robert Heilborner, Irving
vis a vis their own highly subjective Yale; Hans J. Morgenthau, Chicago
Hornwitz, H. Stuart Hughes, Robert
moral presuppositions. Because they 'Univ.
J. Lifton, M.d', Franz Schurmann.
begin to see themselves as being the
If you are interested in attending the conference, contact:
final point of reference, they allow no
ABM/CHOICE c/o SANE, 381 Park Ave. So., NYC 10016 (212) 889-3442
room for a truly objective dialogue.
or 245 Second St., NE, Washington,DC (202) 5464868
i
They state in effect: "It is 'clear' that
I '
'
''
i
l
1·-'93
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
we are in the right and you are in the
A WALT WHITMAN FESTIVAL
wrong; we must, therefore, do whatever is necessary to accomplish our
own worthy goals."
MIT Choral Society
This attitude is, at best, hypocriti- I
"By Blue Ontario" by Ernst Bacon (first performance)
cal and, at worst, dangerous. It is
hypocritical in the 'sense that this
also works by Hoist, Delius, Vaughan Williams
arrogant attitude is precisely the same
Allan Sly conducting
as that which the military-industrial
Festival Orchestra
complex is reputed to express. It becomes dangerous when one considers
Robert Brink, concertmaster
the logical conclusion of this attitude.
Pamela Gore, contralto
When a group begins to believe in its
John
Langstaff, baritone
own inherent moral infallibility it can
May
11, 1969, 8:30
more easily rationalize and action such
as the take-over of campus building as
KRESGE AUDITORIUM
(Please turn to page 7)
Tickets: $3 & $2; UN4-6900, X4720
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Please your mother on herday, look over these Coop
suggestions. Bett'er yet, dropinto the Coop and-choose
from a wide, wide selection of gifts. it's a nice way to motherher.
Electrical Hair curlers

Fragrances

I

by Clairol. Hair dryers

applanxces by G.E. Hair dryers by Sunbeam.
Manicure sets by G.E. Also,
Waring blenders, irons, fans,
toasters, tooth brushes, knives,
mixers.

Faberge is nature-in-the-wild: Aphrodisia,
Flambeau, Tigress and Woodhue. Spray
Cologne, 2'oz. $2.50
Mary Chess gives a treat: free Oil Mist
with Toilet Water, 8 oz. $7.50

i
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I
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Radios and Large selection in quality brands:

Her shirts

televisions

Feminine romanticism by Alice Stuart

$11-16

Handbags
Imported straw, beautifully designed
Spring accessory $6-15

RCA,'Zenith, G.E., Sony. Table,
clock and personal radios, $9.95
and up. Portable b/w television
sets, $74.88 and up. Color TV
sets start at $199.88.

X

ll

New! The mechanical marvel that atButtconeer taches buttons. Click and it's on.

$5.95 a set.

Record bouquet

Salton The modern way to keep and serve
H
t
s food warm. Smartly-styled trays.
Hotrays

THE JOY OF MOSIC Bernstein conducts
favorites from symphonies, ballet and
shows. Columbia M2x Special: 2 records
for $S.20

several sizes. $6.95-$34.95

o

Stainless Finest.quality stainless by Fraser.
*steel Functional accessories for!elight-

THEMES LIKE OLD TIMES 90 of the most
famous original radio themes Viva 36018
$3.30
GALVESTON - Glen Campbell sings his
current hit tune plus ten more.
Capital ST. 210 $3.30
FUNNY GIRL - Barbra Streisand, Oscar
winner for best actress, on the original
track. Columbia BOS 3220 $5.20

ful entertaining. Now at special
savings: $5 group, reg. $8;
$7 group, reg. $9-$14; $10 group,
reg. $15

i
I

I

i

Corning Royal Family Set. Includes 1, 11/2,
13A quart covered saucepans,.
1 handle and 1 cradle, 1 ten-inch
covered skillet and cradle. Special
until May 11 $19.88, reg. $24.95;
May be used as casseroles, too.
Many other popular cooking and
serving pieces in famous
Corning Ware.

Books to cook by.
Ritz Carlton-- Lippincott (Ridley) $17.95
Ladies Home Journal- Prentice Hall
$11.95
Time-Life Series: France, Italy, Vienpa,
America $6.95
Fannie Farmer.-- Little Brown $6.95
Art of French Cooking- Knopf (Julia
Child, Beck and Bertholle) $10.00
Better Homes and Gardens New Cook
Book - Meredith $5.95

NYC Apartment This Summer
Am organizing group (M or F) to live
cheaply ($20-25/week for room and
board) for 13 weeks, starting early
June. David Kaufman. 536-2497.
Evenings

-

tojoin aNational Academic Conference on ABM
"The Choice Between a Military and a Sane Society"
*May 1-3; Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, DC
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AN URGENT INVITATION TO FACULTY MEMBERKS

IROTC..

A- student defends
(continuedfrom page 5)
neering subjects receive a much mo )re
liberal education because of (not in
spite of) ROTC. In addition, it shou d
be-noted that an increasing number of
4
these ROTC.courses at MIT are bei ng
taught by non-military professors.
To add a stight-personal touch tb
a
this position paper, I would like to s;ay
a little about my courses in the Navial
Science Program. Every other scho ol
which has a Naval ROTC progra m
requires students to take one bas;ic
course per term in subjects such, as
navigation, engineering, and weaponIS.
MIT's program, however, has only tw vo
required full-year courses (in both thheFreshman and Senior years). This yea r,
the Freshman course has been a studly
of modern history as interpreted by a
naval historian. Although there wer e,.
in my opinion, a number of errors in
i
his conclusions, I did appreciate thhe
fresh outlook on history. (Incidentally,
the instructor, a lieutenant in th e
Navy, is in the doctoral program in
i
political science here at the Institulte
and was very helpful in relating ouur
studies to other works.) Next year thie
Freshman course will be changed to
study of basic management practice a
The course I am taking this year a
a senior is called Naval Industrial Mar S
agement. Although my MIT major
Industrial Management, I have learne, J
about many things in my Navy cours
(such as the history of labor union' I
motivation, production schedules, etc
that I have not learned in the Sloa I
School Program. I have even recom
mended to many of my fraternit
brothers who have a side interest i I
Industrial Management to take th I
Naval Science course for an excellen t
background on the subject.
I am confident that Professo
Austin's influence has made the Arm
and Air Force courses similarly inter
esting and informative. This is not t,
say, however, that everything in al
courses is free from fault. By n,
means. It is in the best interest of th
school, students, and ROTC program I
regularly to examine the educations
'quality of their faculty and courses a
is done in other departments.
The above, I feel, replies adequatel
to the question of the academic corr
patibility of the ROTC programs t4
MIT standards.
It is the second question concernin
the interaction of the "establishment
with the opinions and beliefs o
minority groups that bears only on th
relatively innocuous question o
ROTC, but also on the variety of more
crucial issues being raised by news
papers, in classrooms, in protes
marches, and occasionally in tiot
throughout our nation. For-the firs
time in recent years, people in'all strat
of our society are asking the funda
mental question, "Who has the right t,
control the power in our country?"
Why are people questioning the oh
structures? I believe that people of al
types-young and old, rich and poor
civilian and military, leaders'and the
led-are overcome by a sense ofdisillu
sionment with our way of life. Man]
people are horrified to the point o
despair with the manner in which the
Vietnam War claims weekly the lives c,
thousands of human beings, as well as
consuming humane uses. Government
and industry have promised on many
occasions to give us a technologica
mecca, yet examples of both infective
moral and physical poverty flourish it
suburbia as well as the ghetto of out
country and the world. Coupled with
this disillusionment of many people is
the increased fluidity of our culture as
well as the absolute rate at which
changes are taking place. Young
people, who are traditionally idealistic
and impatient and have, in the past
been held in check by the weight ol
their elders' "experience," are, today,
shunning the "wisdom" of the estab
lishment and are actively seeking a
special justice of theirown.
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Linen place mats with napkins,
8 pc. sets, $5.98, $6.98, $9.98.,
Hemp place mats with napkins.
8 pc. sets, $7.98. Scenic place
mat sets by Hedwin. American.
Cup Sailing, New-England Coast
Line and American Cities.
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HAPPY SELECTION OF GREETING CARDS, CANDY AND STATIONERY NOTES

Matinees Sunday and Saturday

Sei~

at 2:45

I

HARVARD SQUARE
Open Thurs. 'til 9. .
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and Brookline Aves., Boston
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Last times today:
ilnar Bcrrgnan's

Im

''"SHAME"
3:10. 6:20. 9:40
Plus Rex HIarrison in
"'A FLE-A IN !HER lAR"

1:30.4:40.8:00
8
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M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER
MEDICAL CENTER
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SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS
with experience in:
Compiler design, monitor systems
process control, MIS, I/O control
or data collection systems
call 492-6870

I

OPEN EVERY DAY
11 a.m. to p.m.
Extremely Moderate Prices
For Reservations Call 491-9592

924 Mass. Ave.

CODON CORPORATION
I

Does it hurt
to chill beer twice?

0

just because the temperature
has its ups and downs.
You can understand why
when you consider all the extra
trouble andl extra expense that
go into brewing Bud®. For. instance, Budweiser is the only
beer in America that's Beechwood Aged.'
· So ... it's absolutely okay
*·
to chill beer twice.
Enough said. (Of
course, we have
a lot more to say
about Budweiser. But we'll
keep it on ice for now.)

Not that you'd want to. Sometimes it just happens . . . like
after a picnic, or. when you
bring home a couple of cold
6-paks and forget to put 'em
in the refrigerator. Does rechilling goof up the taste or
flatten thle flavor?
Relax. You don't have
to worry.
A really
good beer like
Budweiser is just
.
T
as good when you chill it
twice. We're mighty glad. about
that. We'd hate to think of all
our effort going down the draixi

I
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Full/part time openings for

(BETWEEN HARVARD AND
CENTRAL SQUARES)

Yes?
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jPARTHENON RESTAURANT
A UTHEN7TIC GREEK CUISINE
EXCELLENT EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN WINES
ALL KINDS OF LIQUOR
UNIQUE HELLENIC ATMOSPHERE FEATURING
THE ANCIENT GREEK PARTHENON
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ROTC defence...
(continuedfrom page 6)
a platform from which to issue demands. Although this particular is relatively harmless, it is sufficient to prevent the establishment of any real
person-to-person communication between' the opposing sides.
The only alternative is to sit behind
ones Weltanschauung barricade and fire
poignant one-way barrages at the
opposition in an attempt to destroy his
position, rather than jointly and in a
rational manner search for the truth.
What does this imply? It is precisely
that this atmosphereof non-communication and arrogance, when carried to
its logical conclusion, will result' in
destruction, physical violence, and
even war itself.
It is time to recognize that there is
more than one establishment in our
society-that all establishments are led
by equally fallible human beings; that
arrogance is not the avenue to truth.
There is another group of individuals who may or may not be against
ROTC specifically but who do want an
equitable and rational solution to the
problems of out society. This group
comprises the vast bulk of the American population. Although they share
the feeling of disillusionment with the
present system, they realize that our
military-industrial and political leaders
are not solely at fault for any of our
national or individual problems. They
recognize that to form what soon
becomes "the other establishment"is
only to add to the overall confusion
and chaos. They realize thiat the best
way in which to combat tile evil in the
existing establishment is not to spend a
year or two in open defiance like as
throwing salt on a'wound, but rather
to dedicate themselves to ,; lifetime of
labor within the real 'communication
structure of the system and to heal it
by their own personal efforts.
True, this procedure is slower and
much more tedious, but it is the best
way
at this time to obtain greatly
needed long term solutions to our
societies problems. One runs the risk of
being ineffective-but true freedom
always implies a risk.
Some people in this latter group

feel that ROTC can be a very effective
means to get into the military/political
system in order to effect reform. To
say that a individual with ideals will
lose his idealism when he becomes part
of the system is the same as saying that
his ideals from the outset were
actually less' important to him than
the material rewards to be gained from
the system.
Again, I cite a personal example: In
June, I shall begin working in the
office of the Secretary of the Navy at
the Pentagon. In this task I will be
asked among other duties to write
numerous articles and help decide certain policies. I believe firmly that this
section of our military will be better
because of mny contribution to it.
To ask the ROTC units to leave the
campus is to say, in effect, that MIT as
an- institution. does not wih to contribute to nor to communicate with the
government that represents us. It precludes the possibility of ever establishing a workable system of communication, which is so greatly needed at this
time. It will, on the other hand, further
divide an already segmented society.
To keep ROTC does' not imply the
wholesale- acceptance of the militaryindustrial complex. What it does imply
is that while we -grant that there are
numerous problems in our society and
that the military-industrial complex
may share a big responsibility for the
existence of (or lack of solution
to)these problems, it is no solution at
all to isolate one's self from the problem area and let it irreversibly stagnate
alone. Rather, if there are solutions to
our problems, they can be found and
employed only as we are willing as
individual and groups to hold to our
own beliefs, voice our own opinionsyet, at the same time, to maintain an
attitude which allows us to honestly
listen t(q the viewpoints of others and,
overall, to respect the decisions made
by the majority. With this attitude, we
will desire to keep ROTC as an open
door for a frequent interchange of
'ideas (including opinions of support as
well as criticism), projects, and also
personnel between
MIT and the
military.
I

M. I. T. DRAMASHOP

'.WE BOMBED IN NEW HA VEN"

.dweiser, is the-Kin of Beers.
(lBut

by Joseph Heller

y(m know tllatl.)

Directed by MICHAEL MURRAY
May .9 & 10 at 8:30 PM
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ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. . ST. LOUIS

·NEWARK . LOS ANGELES . TAMPA - HOUSTON . COLUMBUS

Maschusetts Institute of Technology
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Racquetmen' trounce Trinity
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in regiSteringe
in registeringj'ourthshutout
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Bob Metcalfe '69 sends the ball screaming across the net with an
overhead return. Metcalfe and Tom Stewart '69 (right) helped in the
shutout over Trinity with a win over their double foes.
By Don Arkin
with Gibby serving. But Metcalfe broke
The tennis team got back on the his opponent's serbe in the tenth game
winning track in preparation for the to win the set, and then blitzed him in
New England's this weekend as they the second set 6-0.
collected their fourth' shutout of the
As usual Manny Weiss '70 was the
season against Trinity. Only two of the first off the courts for Tech as he
doubles matches went to three sets in topped Ron Crctaro 6-2, 6'0. Weiss;
the convincing sweep as Tech ran its opponent hastened his defeat by conseason record to 10-3.
sistently hitting the ball to Manny's
Tech had two switches in its lineup superb backhand.
as a result of successful challenges
Tom Stewart '69 and Steve
during the week. Bob McKinley '69 Gottlieb '71 beat their opponents by
won the top spot'from Skip Brookfield identical 64, 6-2 scpre to complete the
'69 and Steve Gottlieb '71 grabbed the singles whitewash. Gottlieb played his
six spot from Joe Baron '70.
usual steady game, capitalizing on
By winning his challenge, McKinley every mistake his opponent made.
won the honor of playing Trinity's top
in the first double, McKinley and
man, Mike Beauteman. He was no Weiss dropped the middle set 4-6, but
match for McKinley, as Bob rode his won the other easily 6-2, and 6-1. The
overpowering spin serve to a 6-2, 6-4 key to the win was Weiss' quick net
victory.
play and great lob shots by both
Skip Brookfield had little trouble in players.
the two sport beating Chuck Wright
Metcalfe and Swetart had a tough
6-3, 6-2. Skip's steady ground strokes time in the first set before winning 7-5,
and good net play kept the match well however the second set was easier as
under control.
they put their match away 6-3. Steve
For a while it looked as if Bob Cross '71 and Scudder Smith '69 had
Metcalfe '69 and Al Gibby would be some trouble after an easy first set, but
playing all night as they each won with still came out on-top with a 6-3, 1-6;
their serve until the first set was at 54 8-6 victory in the third doubles.
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snaps 8 gane slump

By lay Zager
.The baseball team's dormant hitting
attack came to life last Saturday as the
varsity nine, led by the hitting of Bob
Dresser, Jeff Weissman and Moose
Freyberg, pounded out 11 hits in
defeating the Coast Guard Academy
8-4. The game was the night cap of a
doubleheader. The Bears won the first
game by a 5-1 margin to extend the
Tech slide to eight games. It was all
MIT in the second game, however, as
sophmore Steve-Rock won his first
varsity game. He pitched a six-hit
complete game.
The first game was typicalof many
games this year. The engineers got off
to an early lead. Lee Bristol singled to
start the game and was sacrificed to
second by Dresser. Whiel two Tech
hitters could not move Bristol around
to score, Coast Guard pitcher Dave
Dubois would as he tossed two wild
pitches. That was the extend of the
Tech offense. For the rest of the game,
the Tech batters could only manage
three more' singles. Tech fielding was
not much better as five errors contributed to three unearned runs.
In an effort to shake up the team,
Coach -O'Brian called upon number
three pitcher Steve Rock as his second
game starter. Rock had. only started
two games this season, and his record
was 0-1. Dave Dewittee, the losing
pitcher in the opener, was given a first

baseman's mitt,'and Bob Gerber was
sent to right field. With John Compton
still-playing third base; and Mike
Neschleba at second, this new lineup
was as juggled as would seem possible.
But in the top of the first inning,
the engineers tried a new approach to
the game-a rally. After Lee Bristol had
grounded out, Bob Dresser, who -was to
go three for five in the twinbill, lined a
single to rightfield. Jeff Wiessman singled him to second, and both runnels
moved up on a passed ball. Bob Gerber
added another hit, and the score was
1-0 with runners on first and third.
Coach O'Brian called for the delayed
steal on the pitcher, and Coast Guard's
Steve Putnam was so amazed, that he
balked home the second run aS Gerber
took second. With two out John
Compton singled home Gerber with
the third run of the inning. In the
second game, Mike Neschleba reached
first on an error and scored on
Dresser's two out single. The varsity
had a 4-0 lead.
Steve Rock has been a pitcher with

control problems. In New York he
walked the fist three Fordham hitter
aid lost 3-2 as all three men scored.
But today, he found the strike zone.
For five innings he pitched shutout
ball. He struck out five while walking
only one. In the sixth, though, his
support faded, and two errors gave
Coast Guard two run to pu them back
in the game at 4-2.
In the top of the seventh (both
games went only seven innings), the
engineers set a season's record as they
came up with their second rally of the
game. After Rock had fanned the
breeze,, Lee Bristol walked and Bob
Dresser. reached on an error. With two
men on. Jeff Weissman hit a line drive
double to left to score both runners.
After Bob Gerber grounded out,
cathcer Moose Freyberg hit a 1-1 fastball over the 375 mark in left-center
for his first homerun of the year. The
lead was now 8-2; and when the Bears
could only score two in their half of
the seventh, the Tech nine had ended
its long losing skien.

Stickmen smash Trinity 124
for seventh straight victory

By Ray Kwasnick'The lacrosse team reeled. off its
MR
seventh straight triumph· on Saturday
The rifle team clinched the Greater with a 124 trouncing of Trinity. The
Boston League championship with a win maintained the engineers' unde1356-1273 victory over Boston Col- feated New England league slate and
lege in the last match of the season. kept them tied for first.
The squad had been tied with NorthIt was one of the roughest contests
eastern University, but the team with of the year as a total of twenty-five
the highest average wins, and the penalties (17 on'Trinity and 8 on the
engineers were given the crown on engineers) were called. However, the
that basis. Bill Swedish '71 led the Tech stickman kept their cool -and
Tech shooters with a 273. Dick Evans dominated play. Walt Maling '69 net'70 followed with a. 268 while Carl ted four goals and one assist for the
Lamson'71- hit 267 for the engineers. win'ners while John Vliet '70 scored
three times with two assists.
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Wly is Camaro
the pace car again?

The score was close through the
first three quarters. The count was 3-1
after the first period and only 4-1 at
the half. Trinity closed the gap to 64
in the third quarter, but the potent
engineer attack 'exploded in the final
stanza with six unanswered goals to
wrap up the game.
The Tech defense played a solid
game as they easily stopped incipient
Trinity fast breaks and started the
engineer offense on fast breaks of their
own; Most of the Tech scores came on
good passing plays. The attackmen
would work the ball around the net
._ and
... look for the. open man. The
Trinity defensemen couldn't contain
the attack in close, and this led to
many of the MIT scores.
Ken Lord '71, a valuable attackman
playing in his only second game since
coming back from what appeared to be
a season ending ankle injury, was still
limping. But the sophmore scored two
and one assist anyway. Ken Schwartz
'69 accounted for one and one while
Jack Anderson '69 was credited with
one goal and two assists.
With Saturday's performances both
Maling and Anderson smashed Pete
Kirkwood's 1966 record of 44 poilnts
in a season. With four games left
Maling with 33 goals and 12 assists and
Anderson with 32 and 13 both have
ammassed 45 points.
Goalie Marc Weinberg '70 had eight
saves aqihe consistently prevented tilhe
Trinitarians from scoring on thile few
times that they solved the tough Tech
defense.
The engineers '1who'nlow sport an
impressive over-all mnark of 9-3 host
Holy ('ross tomnorrow at 4:()0 pro.
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Because it's the Hugger.
Camaro.
SS
has been chosen to be the Indy 500
pace car for the second time in three years. That's
because it has what it takes.
Engine choices start with a standard 300-hp
350-cu.-in. Turbo-Fire V8 and run up to a 325-hip
396-cu.-in. Turbo-Jet job. There's even a new
Super Scoop hood you can order. It opens on
acceleration, pouring cooler air into the engine for
more go power.
The SS version of the Hugger grips the road with
wide-oval tires on 14 x 7-inch-wide.wheels, beefed-
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up suspension and power disc brakes.
The transmission comnes linked to a 3-speed floor
shift. If you want still more, there's a 4-speed Hurst
shifter available.
Indy's tough. So's Camaro SS.
When it comes to pacesetting, it's'pretty clear
that ·Camaro knows its way around.
-Start setting a pace of your own. At your.
Chevrolet dealer's now.

Putting you first, keeps us first.
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Pacesetter Values at our Sports Department.
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